Radar observations of 8P/Tuttle: A contact-binary comet
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ABSTRACT

Areceibo radar imagery of Comet 8P/Tuttle reveals a 10-km-long nucleus with a highly bifurcated shape consistent with a contact binary. A separate echo component was also detected from large (>cm-size), slow-moving grains of the type expected to contribute to the Ursid meteor stream.

1. Introduction

8P/Tuttle is a high-inclination, Halley-type comet in a 13.5-year orbit. Although Tuttle had been observed at a dozen apparitions since its 1858 discovery, little was known about the nucleus itself. A single nucleus radius estimate of 7.3 km, based on telescopic photometry and an assumed visual albedo of 4% (Licandro et al., 2000), suggested that Tuttle is a relatively large comet in the Halley size class. Tuttle had also been identified as the parent of the Ursid meteor stream (Jenniskens et al., 2002), which implies that the nucleus sheds debris.

Tuttle’s relatively close (\(d = 0.25\) AU) Earth passage on January 2, 2008 placed the comet favorably for Areceibo radar observations. It was anticipated that delay-Doppler radar imaging should yield at least a direct nucleus size estimate (Ostro, 1993), the expected sense for specular reflection, and “SC” (for Same Circular), which is a weaker component associated with depolarization by small-scale roughness (Licandro et al., 2000). We employed two different observing modes based on different transmission schemes. The first mode consisted of range-resolved observations designed for radar imaging the nucleus by the delay-Doppler method (Ostro, 1993); in this mode we did a binary-phase-coded transmission with a 2-μs “baud” (synthesized pulse width), which gave a 300-m range resolution for the images. In the second mode we did an unmodulated or continuous-wave (CW) transmission designed to measure the total Doppler spectrum only; this is the better method for measuring radar cross sections and polarization ratios and for identifying any broadband echo component from large ejected grains. Each day’s observing session consisted of from 12 to 18 transmit/receive cycles (“runs”); with each run being two light-travel round-trips (~8.75 min) in length. A mix of CW and delay-Doppler observations was done on each of the first three dates, whereas the last date was devoted solely to delay-Doppler imaging.

3. Nucleus

Usable delay-Doppler images (Fig. 1) of the nucleus were obtained in the OC polarization on all four observing dates. Each image in Fig. 1 is the sum of three successive runs and spans 21 min. The minimum time lapse between successive images was 26 min and the total time span covered by imaging on a given day (limited by the Areceibo telescope’s 2.7-h tracking window) varied between 55 min (January 2) and 2.6 h (January 3). The nucleus rotation and bilobate shape are both apparent from these images. An inter-day comparison of the images shows that the same rotation phase repeats after about 21 h. This one-day rotation aliasing, combined with Areceibo’s short daily observing window, had the unfortunate effect of limiting our overall rotation phase coverage and allowing us a good view of only one side of the nucleus. Nevertheless, with this caveat, we can definitely say that the cleft between the two lobes (when the nucleus is observed broadside) is as deep as the delay depth at the two limbs, implying a connecting neck that has little or no width.

To quantify various nucleus characteristics we fit the delay-Doppler images in Fig. 1 with an idealized shape model based on a contact binary composed of prolate spheroidal lobes aligned along the binary axis. The model also assumed the nucleus to be in principal-axis (PA) rotation with a spin vector perpendicular to the long axis.
iod, for which we estimate projection. Our most accurately determined parameter is the synodic rotation period \( P \), the rotation phase \( \varphi \), and the sub-Earth latitude \( \delta \) (the complement of the angle between the spin axis and the line of sight). The shape parameters were a projected length parameter \( L_i = \cos \delta \) (where \( i \) is the total long-axis length), the ratio of the lobe lengths, and the axial ratios of the two lobes. The scattering parameter was the exponent \( n \) in the assumed \( S_i(\theta) \propto \cos^i \theta \) scattering law, where \( S_i(\theta) \) is the “specific radar cross section” (per unit surface area) and \( i \) is the incidence angle between the line of sight and the surface normal.

The best-fit model is shown in Fig. 1. Here, for each of the 13 image epochs, we show the model delay-Doppler array as well as the model figure in plane-of-sky projection. The images for each date are arranged vertically, with the date atop that column corresponding to the UT date at the start of the observing session. At each epoch we show the delay-Doppler radar image (left), the model delay-Doppler array (middle), and the model figure in plane-of-sky projection (right). Each image is the sum over a 21-min time span centered on the indicated mean UT epoch (January day number). Each delay-Doppler image rectangle measures 100 \( \mu \)s (15 km) in delay (vertical axis) by 25 Hz (1.58 m s\(^{-1}\)) in Doppler (horizontal axis). The pixel resolution is 1 \( \mu \)s \( \times \) 0.5 Hz.

The rotation parameters were the synthetic rotation period \( P \), the rotation phase \( \varphi \), and the sub-Earth latitude \( \delta \) (the complement of the angle between the spin axis and the line of sight). The shape parameters were a projected length parameter \( L_i = \cos \delta \) (where \( i \) is the total long-axis length), the ratio of the lobe lengths, and the axial ratios of the two lobes. The scattering parameter was the exponent \( n \) in the assumed \( S_i(\theta) \propto \cos^i \theta \) scattering law, where \( S_i(\theta) \) is the “specific radar cross section” (per unit surface area) and \( i \) is the incidence angle between the line of sight and the surface normal.

The best-fit model is shown in Fig. 1. Here, for each of the 13 image epochs, we show the model delay-Doppler array as well as the model figure in plane-of-sky projection. Our most accurately determined parameter is the synthetic rotation period \( P \), for which we estimate \( P = 11.385 \pm 0.004 \) h. The rotation phase at the reference epoch of January 4.0046 (the mean time of the third image on day 2) was \( \varphi = 5 \pm 1.5^\circ \), where we define zero phase as when the nucleus is observed broadside with the larger lobe approaching. Our modeling was only moderately sensitive to the sub-Earth latitude \( \delta \), although we were able to derive a crude estimate of \( \delta = 35 \pm 7^\circ \). Aside from \( \delta \), our modeling could not constrain the spin-axis direction owing to insufficient pole aspect change over the four-day radar campaign. This also prevented us from determining the true (sidereal) rotation period, although the comet’s 4.5-day sky motion indicates that it must be within 0.06 h of the synodic period. To test the hypothesis of PA rotation, we allowed the fitting algorithm to vary the angle \( \theta \) between the spin axis and the binary axis. The fits showed \( \theta \) to be within a half-degree of 90\(^\circ\), providing strong support for a PA (or unexcited) rotation state. For our projected length parameter we estimate \( L_i = 8.22 \pm 0.12 \) km, from which we derive a total long-axis dimension \( L = 10.0 \pm 0.9 \) km (the error mainly reflecting the large uncertainty in \( \delta \)). The lobes have measurably different sizes, with one longer than the other by a factor of 1.35 \( \pm 0.04 \). We find that the larger lobe is well characterized by a spheroid of axial ratio 1.4, whereas the smaller lobe is slightly less elongated (axial ratio 1.3) and more irregular (showing facets). These numbers translate to spheroidal dimensions of 5.75 \( \times \) 4.13 km and 4.25 \( \times \) 3.27 km for the larger and smaller lobes, respectively, and a lobe mass ratio of 2.14 (assuming equal densities). The combined lobe dimensions correspond to a broadside projected area of 30 km\(^2\) or an effective radius of 3.1 km. We find, then, that the Tuttle nucleus is significantly smaller than the \( \sim 7 \) km radius deduced by Licandro et al. (2000), and more recently by Snodgrass et al. (2008) and Weissman et al. (2008), from CCD photometry at large heliocentric distance (where the coma contribution is expected to be small).

Since these photometric estimates all assumed a visual albedo of 4\%, one way to reconcile with the smaller radar-derived size would be to invoke a much higher visual albedo of 20\%. However, this conflicts with recent Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations (Lamy et al., 2008), which deduced a size similar to our radar estimate when assuming the canonical 4% albedo. Furthermore, the smaller nucleus size is supported by thermal measurements with the Spitzer Space Telescope (Groussin et al., 2008) and the Plateau de Bure interferometer (Boissier et al., 2009) at infrared and mm wavelengths, respectively. The HST light curves (Lamy et al., 2008) also support our 11.4-h rotation period. Observations of spiral coma jets (Woodney et al., 2008; Waniak et al., 2009) have also been used to argue for a 5.7-h period, in part because this would favor a simple single-jet model over one requiring two antipodal jets. However, we hold our 11.4-h period to be incontrovertible, which implies that the two-jet coma model must be taken seriously.

The radar observations also provide information on the surface characteristics of the Tuttle nucleus. Some of this can be gleaned from Fig. 2, which shows the CW Doppler spectra of the nucleus when oriented approximately broadside. The total (OC + SC) radar cross section obtained by integrating under these spectra is 4.5 km\(^2\). Dividing this by the nucleus projected area (30 km\(^2\)) from our model gives a radar albedo of 0.15, which is considerably higher than the low \( (\sim 0.05) \) values typical of other radar-detected comets (Harmon et al., 2004; Harmon and Nolan, 2005). Since the radar albedo is mainly sensitive to the bulk density of the top few meters, this implies that the Tuttle nucleus surface is relatively well compacted with a density in the range 0.9–1.8 g cm\(^{-3}\) (where the low-density end of this range corresponds to an icy composition and the high end to a dusty composition; see Harmon et al., 2004). The radar scattering properties of the nucleus also provide information on surface roughness. The delay-Doppler model fit gave \( n = 0.6 \) for the scattering-law exponent. This, and the sharpness of the edges of the OC Doppler spectrum (Fig. 2), indicates that the nucleus is limb-brightened \( (n < 1) \), a condition diagnostic of considerable blocking roughness at super-wavelength scales (Evans, 1969; Harmon et al., 2004). Note that the OC spectrum in Fig. 2 has a bimodal shape reflecting the bilobate structure of the nucleus, whereas the SC spectrum is unimodal. This difference, which corresponds to high SC/OC polarization ratios in the cleft between the two lobes, implies a high concentration of multiply-scattering blocky debris in this region. Note also that the SC curve is skewed toward positive Dopplers, which indicates that the larger lobe is the rougher of the two lobes.
4. Large-grain coma

In addition to the nucleus echo, the CW Doppler spectrum showed a broader echo component associated with backscatter off large (>cm-size) grains in the inner coma. This “grain-coma” echo (with nucleus subtracted) is shown in Fig. 3. The ratio cross section of this component is 4.9 km²/Hz, or about the same as the nucleus echo. The 60-Hz bandwidth (FWHM) of the spectrum corresponds to characteristic velocity dispersion of 4 m s⁻¹ for the grains. Although the SC echo is relatively weak, the measured SC/OC circular polarization ratio pₐ = 0.14 is sufficiently large to require the largest grains in the distribution to have radii larger than the Rayleigh–Mie transition size of λ/2πr, or 2 cm (see Harmon et al., 1989, 2004; Nolan et al., 2006a). Such large, slow-moving grains are precisely the type expected to populate the Upsilon meteor stream known to be associated with this comet (Jenniskens et al., 2002). The “peak-and-wings” shape of the spectrum is similar to that seen for other comets, as is the skew or asymmetry about zero Doppler (Harmon et al., 2004). The spectral shape and asymmetry are consistent with the preponderance of grains being ejected into escape trajectories rather than circumnuclear orbits (Harmon et al., 2004). The negative skew implies anisotropic grain ejection with a preference for ejection in directions away from the Earth. Since the Sun–comet–Earth angle was about 60°, this means that the grain ejection fan cannot have been strongly Sun-centered. The 4 m s⁻¹ grain velocity dispersion falls toward the low end of the 1.4–21 m s⁻¹ range measured for radar grain comae, being closest to that measured for Comets C/IRAS-Araki-Alcock and 1P/Halley (Harmon et al., 2004). Escape trajectories with this velocity are physically plausible, since a simple gas-dragn model (see Harmon et al., 2004) for this comet, assuming the nominal sublimation gas mass flux of 5 × 10⁻⁴ g cm⁻², gives a terminal velocity of 6 m s⁻¹ for 2-cm-radius grains and a maximum liftable grain radius of 4 cm. Finally, we note that this is the ninth of the 13 radar-detected comets to show a grain-coma echo, which further underscores the importance and prevalence of large-grain ejection by comets (Harmon et al., 2004; Nolan et al., 2006a).

5. Binary comets

The most important finding from our Tuttle observations is the identification of an apparent contact-binary comet. Recent years have seen a proliferation of discoveries of binary objects among various minor-planet populations, including the near-Earth asteroids (NEAs), main-belt asteroids, Jupiter Trojans, Centaurs, and Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs). Contact binaries alone are estimated to constitute 10–20% of all NEAs, Trojans, and KBOs (Sheppard and Jewitt, 2004; Noll et al., 2008; Mann et al., 2007; Benner et al., 2006, 2008). Since comets may be subject to some of the same dynamical processes and/or derive from the same primordial disk population as these other bodies, it has been argued that binary comets should exist and may even be common (Noll et al., 2006). Testing this hypothesis has been difficult, however, owing to the sparseness of the sample of comet nuclei that have been studied in detail. Prior to 2008 only six comet nuclei had been imaged by spacecraft or radar. Spacecraft images of Comet 1P/Borrelly revealed a peanut-shaped nucleus that has been suggested as a possible contact binary (Oberst et al., 2004). Comet 1P/Halley is also sometimes described as peanut-shaped and certainly shows some bilobate structure (Keller et al., 2004). Although neither of these comets could be considered to be strongly bifurcated, their complex elongate shapes raised the suggestion that some comet nuclei may be composed of coalesced fragments. Tuttle appears to be more strongly bifurcated than either Borrelly or Halley and offers the best evidence yet for the existence of contact-binary comets.

Binary and contact-binary minor planets are thought to form from collisions, mutual capture, or fission (Noll, 2006; Richardson and Walsh, 2006). Tuttle could have spun up to rotational fission through the action of outgassing torques, a close encounter with Earth (a possibility given the comet’s 0.987 AU perihelion), or a primordial close encounter with a large body in the protoplanetary disk. If the nucleus possesses some internal strength, rotational fission (a preferred process for binary NEAs) can produce a contact binary with a protode primary like Tuttle’s (Walsh et al., 2008). Furthermore, a Tuttle-like alignment of the elongated fission products along the binary axis is known to be a stable, minimum-energy configuration (Scheeres, 2007). According to Scheeres’s model, Tuttle’s smaller or secondary lobe would be sufficiently massive (containing 32% of the total mass) to maintain the lobes gravitationally bound and in contact. It seems likely that the same alignment and stability conditions should hold even if the binary is not formed by spin-up fission. Comet splitting appears to be a fairly common process that can be induced by other factors such as thermal or tidal stress. In fact, the propensity of comets for splitting has led to the suggestion that some splittings may result from the breakup of preexisting contact binaries or other forms of cometesimal aggregates (Boehnhardt, 2004; Noll et al., 2006).

An alternative to fission is that Tuttle was formed by a mutual-capture process in the primordial Solar-System disk. Mutual capture, mediated by various proposed relaxation mechanisms, is the preferred method for constructing binary KBOs and Trojans (Weidenschilling, 2002; Goldreich et al., 2002; Astakhov et al., 2005; Mann et al., 2007). Some mutual-capture theories show a preference for forming close pairings of similar-size bodies, which could explain an object like Tuttle. Mutual-capture processes could have operated efficiently in the densely populated protoplanetary disk, after which any primordial binary pairs may have scattered adiabatically out to their current orbits under the action of giant-planet migration. Current theories have Jupiter-family comets coming from either the Kuiper belt or the Scattered Disk, long-period comets from the Oort Cloud, and Halley-type comets (like Tuttle) from the inner Oort Cloud or some other reservoir (Donets et al., 2004). If these various trans-neptunian comet reservoirs are the scattered remnants of the same protoplanetary disk population, then contact binaries may be as common in the comet population as in these other subpopulations and would not necessarily be peculiar to any particular comet family.
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